
4.2 (John Dominski)  Experimentation continued to be the name of the game for this 
student as he turned to this exercise.  From the quintessential wordsmith the week before, 
he decided he needed to up the ante by bringing his camera into the equation, too.  The 
entire response is an exercise in trying to find a way to combine incredibly detailed 
written notes with incredible photographic coverage of the session as well. 
 
The first five pages are his standard report.  The next thirty pages are a kind of shuffling 
of two decks, reflecting some painstaking work to intermix the almost 200 photos he took 
with the notes he jotted down.  The remaining pages include photos that document 
additional contextual information about the gorillas he observed that day. 
 
It’s hard to believe that anyone could pull this off, just between what it would take to 
keep the multiple colored pens, his journal, his timekeeping device and his camera 
organized, available, and in constant use.  The result of this incredible effort, however, is 
basically a picture book – a chronological story that is told using both words and photos.  
Either entry point into the data reinforces and provides access to the other, resulting in a 
powerful memento of this particular session in the field.   
 
While he wouldn’t do it again (no kidding!), this researcher says the experiment was well 
worth it. 



Assignment 4:  9-22-2009
Spatial Mapping 1: Observing Jojo’s Troop

Josh and i get there around 10:20 am, noticing that there were no apes in their inside habi-
tat but instead a person tossing leafy greens and carrots around the inside/outside of the 
habitat. She would also spend time trying to loft handfuls up onto a ledge/balcony area 
where apes would often lay. the two interns i have seen before are there, josh asks them if he 
could possibly get some sort of layout for the habitat, they will ask for him. we also ask 
them when/where the gorillas are at the moment; they say in their holding habitat. from 
what they said about it, it seems like a similar thing to the indoor one but just beneath it, if 
that makes sense. they leave out of their habitat on the far right most inside portion, and 
they mentioned that Jojo always leaves last. it would be a few more minutes till they were 
released back into the ‘day time’ habitat. apparently they are also up around 6 am i thought i 
heard them saying off hand, so they are up for most of the morning playing, and right 
around 10 am there is food spread (as opposed to dump feeding) around the habitat, both 
inside and out, and then the lady in the green with the large rubbermaid container exits the 
habit. 

A few minutes later the door on the wall across from the glass on the inside habitat is 
opened, and Jojo is the first one out of the door, followed by the other gorillas; they were 
immediately behind him and were climbing on the walls and trees while Jojo kept to the 
ground, snagging some of the best veggies. i had my camera on me this time so i snapped 
about 200 pictures total, with some of the lady spreading feed, then some when they come 
out the door, then the majority during my 1 solid hour of research. These pictures serve a 
couple purposes:  one as a time stamp of when the shot was taken, another as an immedi-
ate snap of a visual slice of data which can show the position of apes in the habitat or close-
ups of certain features which could hardly be described without plenty of time writing and 
sketching. There are a few drawbacks to using a camera in the field in the manner for sup-
plementing fieldnotes though:  one, it takes time to actually snap pic (for during data col-
lection, i mostly kept lens at most wide angle setting, ISO 1600 for the inside low lighting, 
RAW, in AV mode [to keep aperture at its largest possible opening for these situations], and 
could quickly snap a couple from a perspective then jot down pic numbers in my note pad), 
it also takes me time to review each of them for their importance later during my transcrip-
tion of notes, and i was basically fighting for a consistent position with other people most of 
the time. also they would feel the need to ask me questions about the apes, considering me 
important enough to bother me in my collection process to ask why a particular ape is so 
sleepy for example. One man kept going on about how Jojo should be placed on the Bears 
defensive line. 

For out assignment, keeping Hall in mind, we were to:  Observe a chimp or gorilla:  create 
spatio temporal map for an individual that focuses on the individual’s relationship to the 
other individual’s of the troop.. Primarily, what rules appear to guide the cushion of space 
the individual keeps around itself under different circumstances; with different individual’s 



and at different parts of the habitat during different activities. appropriately benchmark ob-
servations across time and focus on space between individuals in the habitat. 

I had decided to take a picture every two minutes of a particular ape, and I had chosen Jojo. 
In my notes, I started by writing down all my picture time points in black:  0:00, 2:00, 
4:00, etc... then in blue and green alternating every other benchmark I would write down 
what was happening with Jojo at the time, where others might be in relation to him, and an 
estimate about how many feet away they were away. I felt like this time I could let some of 
the pictures do the talking, keeping in mind that I cant just use a picture without 
description. 

**Still need to figure out good way to tell story of this 1 hour using pics and descriptions in 
conjunction with each other to show the spatio temporal map occupied by these apes. 

0:00 - Jojo is on the ground hanging with one hand on a vine/rope, facing away from the 
glass, looking toward side/back of habitat, and chewing carrots. he is carefully picking up 
carrot ends, the butts, an he holds it in his hand placing it up to his teeth and nibbles off the 
root end part, spits it out, then places the rest of the carrot in his mouth, one piece at a 
time. (why is there a sort of affinity toward these apes which makes them rather scrupulous 
in their sorting/eating process? they will pick up individual chex pieces as seen from last 
time, they will eat leaves off a stem one by one, they will dab pepper seeds off window sill 
one by one and put it in their mouth...). at about 30 seconds after starting my hour session, 
two other gorillas start getting into each other and Jojo immediately stands up and inter-
venes. it only takes a few intense seconds of fully reared male silverback to calm an area 
down. 

2:00 - there are two other gorillas on the ground in side, and three others are above the po-
sition of Jojo (who is still on the ground) about 20’ high. Jojo is still sitting facing away from 
the glass. 

4:00 - there is a 10’ buffer from jojo to the other apes it seems like. jojo is still sitting in the 
same spot. at about 5 mins, Jojo starts moving right while another gorilla passes behind him 
and around, never getting closer than about 7’.

6:00 - Jojo moves to the back corner sort of secluding himself facing toward the wall and 
away from the glass. two other gorillas move to where he was sitting to pick out some car-
rots that were left. 

8:00 - he is sitting in the back still, only glancing left a couple times. a different ape is now 
very close to the glass, near the position that Jojo occupied before. another is sitting up in 
the balcony area.

10:00 - Jojo is now on the watering hole. a few moments later he turns to move. no one is 
still within this 10’ mark. 



12:00 - jojo is now sitting, an ape approaches in jo’s direction but a body distance is main-
tained at about 10’. the ape reaches toward Jojo’s direction with hand and arm to grab at 
some food. 

14:00 - Jojo is now laying on his stomach, other gorillas are on the ground about 7’ away 
from Jojo. one ape moves across some ropes above him and he glances upward at it. he is 
now picking at and through some food. 

16:00 - only one is in a close radius to jojo, about 7’, no closer. one is still up in the balcony. 
jojo is eating some carrots in no hurry.

18:00 - other apes get into a quick struggle and jojo immediately reacts and stands up to get 
in between the other fighting apes. the tension is dissipated in moments as all jojo has to do 
is reach up toward where the other two are (they are in the tree on the inside habitat about 
8 or so feet off the ground). Jojo is standing for that moment then turns to lay back down. 

20:00 - no one is within 10’ but one is above and behind Jojo but one is above and behind 
him. Jojo is now facing the glass.

22:00 - Jojo is eating and very young looking ape gets within about 7’ or so but moves away 
without any contact.

24:00 - Jojo is sitting upright on his rump with his legs under him. he has his left arm ex-
tended to balance him and his right bent and resting on his enormous belly.

26:00 - no on is still within 10’. he is just chewing one bite at a time and goes toward the 
window for more scraps. 

28:00 - Jojo goes toward the back to the water spout [how could the watering process be 
more natural?]. another ape moves over to where Jojo was before. Jojo has his back to all the 
other apes. 

30:00 - one is still up in the balcony. at 30:30 jo gets up with his blanket and stands for a 
moment glazing around. the individual in the balcony is peering down and around the inside 
habitat. Jojo pushes the blanket and spreads it out. he sets it out and lays on it.

32:00 - he is laying on his stomach looking down through his hand/wrist fur. his eyes are 
about 8” from his observing of fur. 

34:00 - Jojo is very near the glass, facing out toward the people, hands in front and about 3’ 
away. one is in the balcony up behind him and another is just directly above and even closer 
to the glass.

36:00 - jojo is delicately looking through his wrist fur with great care, about 8” away; spread-
ing through patches with thumb and forefinger and picking out very miniscule bits.



38:00 - two others are above still and no one is near him. one is more than 10’ away around a 
corner in the glass picking through scraps of carrots. Jojo is still picking through his wrist 
fur. 39:40 he looks to his right and checks things out quickly.

40:00 - he still is picking through his fur and the only other close one is in the balcony, 
about 20’ high and behind him.

42:00 - one is in the balcony still and no others close. still looking though fur.

44:00 - Jojo looks up a couple times to glance out the glass at us primates. he is still doing 
his wrist cleaning but takes his index finger and scratches at his nose, inside on nostril.

46:00 - he is now laying on his side, his right arm under his head. only one is in the balcony.

48:00 - jojo is still laying by himself, can see his pronounced breathing as his whole stomach 
moves up and down in about 1-2” fluctuations. he will twitch his leg and it moves the rest of 
his body. does this seemingly irregularly but rather consistently.

50:00 - my battery on my camera runs out. i quickly have josh help me hold my notes while i 
swap batteries. at 51:20 I note the position of some other of the apes. there are two to Jojo’s 
left, but not very close.

52:00 - one is in the balcony still and one is within 10’. jojo has his eyes closed, but takes a 
peek out of the corner of his eye and sees me every few seconds. he does this somewhat 
regularly. will close his eyes, then peek out over at me. he is very close to the glass and so am 
I. [I make a side note, is there and when is there any sort of intimate distance with Jojo, as 
detailed by Hall. Not that apes follow the same intimate, social, public rules of distancing, 
but that there must be a certain distance that is followed or felt natural by the others and 
their relationship to Jojo.] it seems like he is very close to the verge of falling asleep, his 
movements less pronounced and peeking taking place less often. 

54:00 - Jojo is only looking out of the glass now sort of maintaining a close view of myself. 
he will then close them but will peek out every couple seconds. he is not oriented toward 
any of the other gorillas. 

56:00 - one is within a 5’ reach of Jojo and her reach is about 2’ away from Jojo’s body. He is 
not disturbed at all though. he is now again going through his wrist and fingers. at 56:45 his 
takes a quick glance to his right.

58:00 - Jojo is laying on his side still picking through his wrist fur about 6-8” from his eyes. 
one is in the balcony still and one is on the ground about 7’ to his right. 

60:00 - i take my last pictures and run out the current memory card then switch lenses to 
my 70-300mm lens. I can now get some close ups of details. 



Now to go though all pics and arrange them in nice way to have them supplement my typed 
notes. need to add to descriptions as well. use pages or word to arrange pics to descriptions 
too. find the pic numbers and match them up to the times at 2 min benchmark. 

what kinds of problems or difficulties did I encounter with this method? first, i felt like i was 
constantly fighting with some person near myself when I would have to back up from where 
i was standing to get a proper picture of jojo and the position of others. they would naturally 
get in my way but its part of the field. i was able to work around this difficulty by snapping a 
few pics at times, one of Jojo, then others that might be in the area. this made it more diffi-
cult to stay completely true to the preset times, but I was able to compensate by moving 
around and trying to take notes to que myself into the things that were happening at the 
moment of and in between the pictures. 



0:00 - Jojo is on the ground hanging with one hand on a vine/rope, 
facing away from the glass, looking toward side/back of habitat, and 
chewing carrots. he is carefully picking up carrot ends, the butts, an he 
holds it in his hand placing it up to his teeth and nibbles off the root 
end part, spits it out, then places the rest of the carrot in his mouth, 
one piece at a time. (why is there a sort of affinity toward these apes 
which makes them rather scrupulous in their sorting/eating process? 
they will pick up individual chex pieces as seen from last time, they 
will eat leaves off a stem one by one, they will dab pepper seeds off 
window sill one by one and put it in their mouth...). at about 30 
seconds after starting my hour session, two other gorillas start getting 
into each other and Jojo immediately stands up and intervenes. it only 
takes a few intense seconds of fully reared male silverback to calm an 
area down. 



2:00 - there are two other gorillas on the ground in side, and three 
others are above the position of Jojo (who is still on the ground) about 
20' high. Jojo is still sitting facing away from the glass. 



4:00 - there is a 10' buffer from 
jojo to the other apes it seems like. 
jojo is still sitting in the same spot. 
at about 5 mins, Jojo starts moving 
right while another gorilla passes 
behind him and around, never 
getting closer than about 7'.



6:00 - Jojo 
moves to the 
back corner 
sort of 
secluding 
himself facing 
toward the 
wall and away 
from the glass. 
two other 
gorillas move 
to where he 
was sitting to 
pick out some 
carrots that 
were left. 



8:00 - he is sitting in the back still, only glancing left a couple times. a 
different ape is now very close to the glass, near the position that Jojo 
occupied before. another is sitting up in the balcony area.



10:00 - Jojo is now on the watering hole. a few moments later he 
turns to move. no one is still within this 10' mark. 



12:00 - jojo is now sitting, an ape 
approaches in jo's direction but a 
body distance is maintained at 
about 10'. the ape reaches toward 
Jojo's direction with hand and arm 
to grab at some food. 



14:00 - Jojo is now laying on his stomach, other gorillas are on the 
ground about 7' away from Jojo. one ape moves across some ropes 
above him and he glances upward at it. he is now picking at and 
through some food. 



16:00 - only one is in a close radius to jojo, about 7', no closer. one is 
still up in the balcony. jojo is eating some carrots in no hurry.



18:00 - other apes get into a quick scuffle and jojo immediately reacts 
and stands up to get in between the other fighting apes. the tension is 
dissipated in moments as all jojo has to do is reach up toward where 
the other two are (they are in the tree on the inside habitat about 8 or 
so feet off the ground). Jojo is standing for that moment then turns to 
lay back down. 



20:00 - no one is within 10' but one is above and behind Jojo but one 
is above and behind him. Jojo is now facing the glass.



22:00 - Jojo is eating and very 
young looking ape gets within 
about 7' or so but moves away 
without any contact.



24:00 - Jojo is sitting upright on his rump with his legs under him. he 
has his left arm extended to balance him and his right bent and resting 
on his enormous belly.



26:00 - no on is still within 10'. he is just chewing one bite at a time 
and goes toward the window for more scraps. 



28:00 - Jojo goes toward the back to the water spout [how could the 
watering process be more natural?]. another ape moves over to where 
Jojo was before. Jojo has his back to all the other apes. 



30:00 - one is still up in the balcony. at 30:30 jo gets up with his 
blanket and stands for a moment glazing around. the individual in the 
balcony is peering down and around the inside habitat. Jojo pushes the 
blanket and spreads it out. he sets it out and lays on it.



32:00 - he is laying on his stomach looking down through his hand/
wrist fur. his eyes are about 8" from his observing of fur. 



34:00 - Jojo is very near the 
glass, facing out toward the 
people, hands in front and about 
3' away. one is in the balcony up 
behind him and another is just 
directly above and even closer to 
the glass.



36:00 - jojo is delicately looking through 
his wrist fur with great care, about 8" 
away; spreading through patches with 
thumb and forefinger and picking out 
very miniscule bits.



38:00 - two others are above still 
and no one is near him. one is 
more than 10' away around a 
corner in the glass picking through 
scraps of carrots. Jojo is still 
picking through his wrist fur. 39:40 
he looks to his right and checks 
things out quickly.



40:00 - he still is picking through his fur and the only other close one 
is in the balcony, about 20' high and behind him.



42:00 - one is in the balcony 
still and no others close. still 
looking though fur.



44:00 - Jojo looks up a couple times to glance out the glass at us 
primates. he is still doing his wrist cleaning but takes his index finger 
and scratches at his nose, inside on nostril.



46:00 - he is now laying on his 
side, his right arm under his 
head. only one is in the balcony.



48:00 - jojo is still laying by himself, can see his pronounced breathing 
as his whole stomach moves up and down in about 1-2" fluctuations. 
he will twitch his leg and it moves the rest of his body. does this 
seemingly irregularly but rather consistently.



50:00 - my battery on my camera runs out. i quickly have josh help 
me hold my notes while i swap batteries. at 51:20 I note the position 
of some other of the apes. there are two to Jojo's left, but not very 
close.



52:00 - one is in the balcony still and one is within 10'. jojo has his 
eyes closed, but takes a peek out of the corner of his eye and sees me 
every few seconds. he does this somewhat regularly. will close his 
eyes, then peek out over at me. he is very close to the glass and so 
am I. [I make a side note, is there and when is there any sort of 
intimate distance with Jojo, as detailed by Hall. Not that apes follow 
the same intimate, social, public rules of distancing, but that there 
must be a certain distance that is followed or felt natural by the others 
and their relationship to Jojo.] it seems like he is very close to the 
verge of falling asleep, his movements less pronounced and peeking 
taking place less often. 



54:00 - Jojo is only looking out of the glass now sort of maintaining a 
close view of myself. he will then close them but will peek out every 
couple seconds. he is not oriented toward any of the other gorillas. 



56:00 - one is within a 5' reach of Jojo and her reach is about 2' away 
from Jojo's body. He is not disturbed at all though. he is now again 
going through his wrist and fingers. at 56:45 his takes a quick glance 
to his right.



58:00 - Jojo is laying on his side 
still picking through his wrist fur 
about 6-8" from his eyes. one is 
in the balcony still and one is on 
the ground about 7' to his right. 



60:00 - i take my last pictures and run out the current memory card 
then switch lenses to my 70-300mm lens. I can now get some close 
ups of details. 

[Now to go though all pics and arrange them in nice way to have them 
supplement my typed notes. need to add to descriptions as well. use 
pages or word to arrange pics to descriptions too. find the pic numbers 
and match them up to the times at 2 min benchmark. ]

what kinds of problems or difficulties did I encounter wtih this method? 
first, i felt like i was constantly fighting with some person near myself 
when I would have to back up from where i was standing to get a 
proper picture of jojo and the position of others. they would naturally 
get in my way but its part of the field. i was able to work around this 
difficulty by snapping a few pics at times, one of Jojo, then others that 
might be in the area. this made it more difficult to stay completely true 
to the preset times, but I was able to compensate by moving around 
and trying to take notes to que myself into the things that were 
happening at the moment of and in between the pictures. 

I dont think I will ever take my camera into the field with this type of 
methodology in mind again for this particular fieldsite. It was a lot of 
post processing work, but on the whole, I am glad that I did it this 
time. These pics can supplement future observations as well, being 
visual reminders of many different aspects of these apes. For example, 
I can now have a good look at just exactly what Jojo looks like when 
he is examining his fur, or how they utilize many different spaces in 
the habitat, and what the general physical features look like. 


































